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Abstract. Process algebras with abstraction have been widely used for

the speci�cation and veri�cation of non-probabilistic concurrent systems.

The main strategy in these algebras is introducing a constant, denoting

an internal action, and a set of fairness rules. Following the same ap-

proach, in this paper we propose a fully probabilistic process algebra

with abstraction which contains a set of veri�cation rules as counter-

parts of the fairness rules in standard ACP-like process algebras with

abstraction. Having probabilities present and employing the results from

Markov chain analysis, these rules are expressible in a very intuitive

way. In addition to this algebraic approach, we introduce a new ver-

sion of probabilistic branching bisimulation for the alternating model of

probabilistic systems. Di�erent from other approaches, this bisimulation

relation requires the same probability measure only for speci�c related

processes called entries. We claim this de�nition corresponds better with

intuition. Moreover, the fairness rules are sound in the model based on

this bisimulation. Finally, we present an algorithm to decide our branch-

ing bisimulation with a polynomial-time complexity in the number of the

states of the probabilistic graph.

1 Introduction and Motivation

In this work we treat the problem of abstraction from internal actions in fully
probabilistic process algebra and its model based on branching bisimulation.
One of the motives to introduce probabilities in formal methods is that they
can be used to model fairness. Since the idea of fairness rules ([5]) together with
abstraction (introduced by the abstraction operator �I and a constant � denoting
an internal action) is central to the veri�cation techniques in process algebra we
introduce veri�cation rules in fully probabilistic process algebra that arise rather
in a natural way from the ones de�ned in standard process algebra. These rules
express the idea that due to a non-zero probability for a system to execute
an external action, abstraction from internal steps will yield the external step(s)
with probability 1 after �nitely many repetitions. For example, if one process can
execute external action a with probability �, external action b with probability
� and with probability 1���� after executing an internal action it behaves the
same as initially, then it is clear that the probability to perform the internal step
in�nitely many times is equal to 0, or in other words, the probability to perform
either a or b eventually is 1. Next, the question arises: \With what probability
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a (resp. b) occurs?". [9] gives the answer to this question as: the probability of
a is �=(� + �) and the probability of b is �=(� + �). This corresponds to the
absorption probabilities for the Markov chain given in Figure 1a. In our theory
the notion that relates these two processes can be easily expressed with the
following veri�cation rule: if X = a t�b t�i �X (where i is an internal action),
then � ��fig(X) = � �(a t�=(�+�)b). (For more details of the semantics see [2] and
[7].) A reader familiar with process algebra can easily see the resemblance with
the KFAR

b
1 rule ([7]) with non-deterministic choice replaced by probabilistic

choice.
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Fig. 1. Absorbing Markov chains.

Proceeding with similar reasoning for the more complex rule KFAR
b
2 we achieve

a situation in which the de�nition of weak (branching) bisimulation proposed
in [9] cannot abstract away the internal cycle. But working with recursive equa-
tions in our process algebra we can introduce a counterpart of this rule in the
probabilistic setting in the following way:

X1 = i �X2 t�Y1
X2 = i �X1 t�Y2, I = fig

� � �I (X1) = � � (�I(Y1) t��I(Y2))

(PVR2)

where X1 is the root variable and � = (1� �)=(1� ��). The transition systems
(as de�ned in [9]) for these processes are given in Figure 2 (for the sake of
simplicity the initial internal steps are not shown) and the corresponding Markov
chain of the �rst process is shown in Figure 1b. The values of probabilities �
and � = 1� � = �(1� �)=(1 � ��) are obtained as the absorption probabilities
when X1 is the root variable, that is, 1 is \the initial state of the system" (in
terms of the Markov chain theory) for the Markov chain in Figure 1b. We point
out that the absorption probabilities for this system di�er for various initial
distributions.

Further on, we de�ne a probabilistic branching bisimulation relation on the
set of fully probabilistic graphs that abstracts away internal actions in wider
variety of cases than the de�nition in [9]. It will turn out that the set of graphs
modulo this relation gives rise to a model of our process algebra. Two nodes are
considered bisimilar if they have the same branching structure and if taken as
roots they have the same probability measures. This means that if the system
is in either of these states then the probabilities to execute a visible action and
also the probabilities to enter with an internal step into a di�erent equivalence
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Fig. 2. Related fully probabilistic processes.

class are the same. In this de�nition the notion of an entry plays a central role
(a notion to be formally de�ned in De�nition 10 on page 212). Starting from the
roots of the graphs we build a set of entries for which the probability measure
is checked in the next stage. Informally, we can say that a node not found as an
entry is just involved in (is just a part of) an internal path (or a cycle) that starts
in an entry with the same branching structure as the non-entry node; the node
is not involved in any other path. Also, after execution of a visible action the
system never goes to the state interpreted by this non-entry node. For example,
in the graph in Figure 2a, �I(X2) is a non-entry node (no path from �I(Y1) or
�I(Y2) goes back to �I (X2)).

Moreover, in the paper we give an algorithm which decides the probabilis-
tic branching bisimulation in polynomial time in the number of states of the
probabilistic graph.

Because parallel composition based on interleaving (see e.g. [2,3]) includes
non-determinism, this algebra and semantics cannot deal with such parallel com-
position. However, since we de�ne the branching bisimulation on the alternating
model, and we also consider the non-deterministic (or action) nodes in our de�ni-
tion of bisimulation, we expect that the extension with non-deterministic choice
can be achieved on the basis of the results presented here. This will enable the
extension with interleaving parallel composition.

Motivating example. In order to depict the idea of our approach we give the
following motivating example. An experimenter has two coins A and B. A is a
fair coin with the probability distribution f1=2 head; 1=2 tailg, and B is biased
with distribution f1=3 head; 2=3 tailg. First he throws coin A. If head turns up
the throwing is over and he announces \head". If tail shows up then he throws
coin B. If tail turns up then the throwing is over and he announces \tail", but
if head turns up then he takes coin A and performs the experiment again. The
process can be speci�ed by the following recursive speci�cation:
A = tailA �B t1=2headA � sayhead
B = headB �A t1=3tailB � saytail
where sayhead and saytail are atomic actions expressing the observable events of
announcing \head" and \tail", respectively. Abstracting from headA; tailA; headB

and tailB and applying the rule PVR2 we obtain that the probability to end the
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experiment by saying \head" or \tail", is 3=5 and 2=5, respectively. We point out
that coin A was chosen as the initial coin. We can imagine that the throwing is
performed in an isolated room and an observer can hear only the �nal outcome,
but for her it is not clear what kind of experiment is performed in the room.

The observer will make the same observation if the experimenter performs
some other experiment. Namely, instead of two coins he has only one fair die. He
rolls it and if the outcome is 1 he rolls it again. If the outcome is an even number
he announces \head" and if the outcome is 3 or 5 he announces \tail". ut

Related Work We have already mentioned the relation of this paper with
[9]. Namely, the branching (weak) bisimulation for fully probabilistic systems
presented in [9] is �ner than ours. Reasoning in the process algebra which we
present here, with the rules PV R1; PRV 2; : : : and speaking informally, their
bisimulation de�nes just a model of PV R1, not of PV R2 and more complex
rules (see further on).

Similarities of the bisimulation de�ned here can be found with the branching
bisimulation of Jou in [11]. The proposed probabilistic branching bisimulation in
the latter work is de�ned on the set of �nite trees. And the author's attention is
more focused on the axiom: a(� (x t�y) t�y) = a(x t��y) and not on any rules
that treat internal cycles. Our de�nition of bisimulation coincides with his one
on the set of �nite trees (in terms of process algebra, the set of closed terms).
And the branching bisimulation presented in this paper is an extension of his
branching bisimulation over in�nite processes.

2 De�nitions and Results

In [2] a probabilistic process algebra containing both probabilistic choice and
non-deterministic choice is introduced. Our current work is based on a sub-
algebra of that one for which non-deterministic choice has been excluded. Hav-
ing both choices and abstraction at the same time leads to a more complex
axiomatization and this extension, we think, can be achieved on the basis of the
de�nitions we give here. Due to the absence of non-determinism the interleaving
parallel composition as treated in [2] cannot be incorporated in this fully proba-
bilistic process algebra. On the other hand, some version of synchronous parallel
composition may be considered in such a process algebra (also see [6]).

In addition to the set of atomic actions A and the constant � the fully prob-
abilistic process algebra presented here has three operators: the probabilistic
choice operator t� ; � 2 h0; 1i, the sequential composition � and the abstraction
operator �I for I � A. The axiom system is given in Table 1 and 2. Informally,
process x t�y behaves as x with probability � and as y with probability 1� �.
Also, process x t�y t�z behaves as x with probability �, as y with probability
� and as z with probability 1� � � �. This algebra will be denoted by prBPA� .
We also add to the algebra a set of veri�cation rules PVR1 and PVRn for n � 2:
X1 = i �X1 t�1Y1; � 6= i 2 I

� � �I(X1) = � � �I(Y1)
(PVR1)
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X1 = i1 �X2 t�1Y1
X2 = i2 �X3 t�2Y2
:

:

Xn�1 = in�1 �Xn t�n�1Yn�1
Xn = in �X1 t�nYn; I [ f�g � fi1; i2; : : : ; ing 6= f�g

� � �I(X1) = � � (�I(Y1) t�1 �I(Y2) t�2 : : : t�n�2 �I(Yn�1) t�n�1 �I(Yn))

(PVRn)

where �1 =
1��1

1��1��2�:::��n
, �j =

�1�:::��j�1 �(1��j)

1��1�:::��n
for j : 1 < j � n and �k 2 h0; 1i

for k : 1 � k � n. If we refer to the algebra extended with these rules we write
prBPA� + PV R1 + PV R2 + : : :.

(x � y) � z = x � (y � z) A5

x t�y = y t1��x PrAC1

x t�(y t�z) = (x t �
�+����

y) t�+����z PrAC2

x t�x = x PrAC3

(x t�y) � z = x � z t�y � z PrAC4

Table 1. Axioms for probabilistic choice and sequential composition.

x � � = x T1

�I(�) = � TI0

�I(a) = a if a 62 I TI1

�I(a) = � if a 2 I TI2

�I(x � y) = �I(x) � �I(y) TI4

�I(x t�y) = �I(x) t��I(y) PrTI

Table 2. Axioms for abstraction (I � A� ).

The reader has noticed that we use a set of equations of the formXj = Pj; j =
1; : : : ; n, to specify recursive behaviour. In the above equations, X1; : : : ; Xn are
pairwise distinct variables and P1; : : : ; Pn are guarded terms over the given sig-
nature (see e.g. [7]). Every recursive speci�cation has a root variable. In the
veri�cation rule PVRn, X1 is the root variable of the recursive speci�cation.

In order to construct a model of this algebra we introduce fully probabilistic
graphs. Further on, we de�ne probabilistic branching bisimulation. We work in
the alternating model with two types of nodes (processes): probabilistic nodes
with probabilistic outgoing transitions only, denoted by ;, and action nodes
with action transitions only, denoted by

a
!, for a 2 A� . By allowing at most

one action transition to leave an action node we obtain the alternating model of
fully probabilistic process algebra.

De�nition 1. Let A be a countable set of atomic actions. A fully probabilistic
graph g is a tuple (Sp [ Sn [ fNILg;;;!; �; root) consisting of:

- a countable set Sp of probabilistic states,
- a countable set Sn of action states such that Sp\Sn = ; and NIL =2 Sp[Sn,
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- root 2 Sp,

- a relation ;� Sp � Sn,

- a function !: Sn 7! Sp [ fNILg � A� , and

- a partial function � : Sp � Sn 7! h0; 1] such that �(p; n) is de�ned i�

(p; n) 2; for (p; n) 2 Sp � Sn and for any p 2 Sp,
P

n2Sn

�(p; n) = 1.

We denote S = Sp [Sn. If S is a �nite set then we say that the probabilistic
graph g is �nite. NIL is called the terminating state. If NIL is not reachable
from the root of g then it can be ignored. Function � is called the probability

distribution function of g.
If (p; n) 2;, we write p ; n. If ! (n) = (p; a) we write n

a
! p. For sake

of simplicity, instead of writing the value of function � separately, if p ; n we

write p
�(p;n)
; n. By G we denote the set of all �nite fully probabilistic graphs.

Note: If ! is not a function from Sn to Sp [ fNILg � A� , but a subset of
Sn�Sp[fNILg�A� , we get the general class of probabilistic graphs, including
non-determinism. In this case action nodes are rather called non-deterministic

nodes, as we do in [2,3].

De�nition 2. Let g = (S [fNILg;;;!; �; root) be a fully probabilistic graph.

We say that g is root acyclic if there is no node n 2 Sn and a 2 A� such that

n
a
! root. Otherwise we say that g is root cyclic.

We de�ne the root unwinding map � :G 7!G as follows:

- if g is root acyclic, then �(g) = g;

- if g is root cyclic, then �(g) = (S[fNILg[fnewrootg;;0
;!; �

0
; newroot),

where newroot is a new node, ;0=; [f(newroot; n) : root; ng and

�
0(p; n) =

�
�(p; n) if p 2 S

�(root; n) if p = newroot

Proposition 1. Let g be a fully probabilistic graph.

i. Then �(g) is root acyclic.
ii. g$ �(g), that is, g and �(g) are strongly bisimilar. ut

Interpretation of Constants and Operators in G

De�nition 3. (Interpretation of the constants) If a 2 A� , its interpretation is

[a] = (fspg [ fsng [ fNILg; fsp ; sng; fsn
a
! NILg; �(sp; sn) = 1; sp).

De�nition 4. (Interpretation of the operators) Let g and h be graphs in G and

g = (Sg[fNILgg;;g;!g ; �g; rootg) and h = (Sh[fNILhg;;h;!h; �h; rooth).

Sequential composition: g � h is de�ned as:

(Sg [ Sh [ fNILhg;;g [;h;!; �; rootg);

where: ! = (!g nfn
a
! NILg : n 2 Sg ; a 2 Act�g) [ !h

[ fn
a
! rooth : n 2 Sg; a 2 Act� ; n

a
! NILgg,
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and �(p; n) =

�
�g(p; n) if p; n 2 Sg

�h(p; n) if p; n 2 Sh

Probabilistic choice: g t�h, for � 2 h0; 1i, is de�ned as:

(S [ fNILg;;;!; �; root);
where: S = (Sg n frootgg) [ (Sh n froothg) [ frootg, root =2 Sg [ Sh,

; = (;g nfrootg ; n : n 2 Sgg) [ (;h nfrooth ; n : n 2 Shg)
[ froot; n : n 2 Sg ; rootg ; ng[ froot; n : n 2 Sh; rooth ; ng,

! = !g [ !h with the remark that NILg and NILh are identi�ed

and this node is named NIL,

and �(p; n) =

8>><
>>:

�g(p; n) if p; n 2 Sg n frootgg
�h(p; n) if p; n 2 Sh n froothg
� � �g(rootg; n) if p = root & n 2 Sg & rootg ; n

(1 � �) � �h(rooth; n) if p = root & n 2 Sh & rooth ; n

Abstraction: �I(g) for I � A is de�ned as:

(Sg [ fNILgg;;g;!; �g; rootg);

where: p
a
! n i� p

a
!g n and a 62 I and

p
�
! n i� p

a
!g n and a 2 I [ f�g.

Similarly to the non-probabilistic version of bisimulation relations including
silent steps (in particular branching bisimulation) we allow here an observable
action a (a 6= � ) to be simulated by a sequence of transitions such that exactly
the last transition is an a-transition and the rest are internal transitions inside
the same equivalence class. The new problem we should think about is the way
we calculate the probability measure of such a sequence of transitions according
to the probability distribution function �. For that reason we sketch (repeat)
the standard concept used to de�ne a probability measure (see [8,9]), adapted
for the alternating model of fully probabilistic systems.

Let g = (Sp[Sn[fNILg;;;!; �; root) be a �nite fully probabilistic graph.

De�nition 5. For p 2 Sp, n 2 Sn, C � Sp [ fNILg and a 2 A� we de�ne:

- n
a
! C i� 9q 2 C : n

a
! q;

- P(p; a; C) =
P

n:n
a
!C

�(p; n) and P(p; a; q) = P(p; a; fqg);

- An execution fragment or �nite path is a nonempty �nite sequence

� = p0 ; n0
a1
! p1 ; n1

a2
! p2 : : : pk�1; nk�1

ak
! pk

such that p0; : : : ; pk 2 Sp [ fNILg, n0; : : : ; nk�1 2 Sn, a1; : : : ; ak 2 A� . We

say that � starts in p0 and we write first(�) = p0, and also trace(�) =
a1a2 : : :ak and last(�) = pk. If last(�) = NIL, then � is maximal.

- If k = 0 we de�ne P(�) = 1. If k � 1 we de�ne

P(�) = �(p0; n0) � �(p1; n2) � : : : � �(pk�1; nk�1):
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- Let Q � Sp [ fNILg and � be a �nite path in the form written above. If

p0; p1; : : : ; pk�1 2 Q then we say that � only passes through states in Q, and

we write �Q.

De�nition 6. An execution or fullpath is either a maximal execution fragment

or an in�nite sequence

� = p0 ; n0
a1! p1 ; n1

a2! p2 : : :

such that p0; p1; p2; : : : 2 Sp, n0; n1; n2 : : : 2 Sn, a1; a2; : : : 2 A� . A path is a

�nite path or a fullpath.

Pathfull(p) denotes the set of fullpaths starting in p. Similarly, Pathfin(p)
(Pathfin;Q(p) for some Q � Sp[fNILg) denotes the set of �nite paths starting
in p (that only pass through states in Q). For each process p, P induces a
probability space on Pathfull(p) as follows.

Let � " denote the basic cylinder induced by �, that is,

� "= f� 2 Pathfull(p) : � �prefix �g;

where �prefix is the usual pre�x relation on sequences. We de�ne �F ield(p) to
be the smallest sigma-�eld on Pathfull(p) which contains all basic cylinders � "
where � 2 Pathfin(p), that is, � ranges over all �nite paths starting in p. The
probability measure Prob on �F ield(p) is the unique probability measure with
Prob(� ") = P(�).

Lemma 1. ([9]) Let p 2 Sp and � � Pathfin(p) such that �; �0 2 �, � 6= �
0

implies � 6�prefix �
0. Then, Prob(� ") =

P
�2�

P(�): ut

De�nition 7. If p 2 Sp, L � A
�
� and C � Sp [ fNILg, then Prob(p; L;C) =

Prob(�(p)"), where �(p) is the set of all �nite paths � starting in p with trace

in L and with the last process belonging in C, that is,

�(p) = f� 2 Pathfin(p) : first(�) = p; trace(�) 2 L; last(�) 2 Cg:

Pathfull;Q(p) is de�ned as the set of fullpaths � 2 Pathfull(p) such that
there is some k� � 0 and �

0 2 Pathfin;Q(p) such that �0 is the pre�x of �
with the length k�. Then, in a similar way as above we de�ne a probability
space on Pathfull;Q(p), the probability measure ProbQ(�Q ") = P(�Q) and
ProbQ(p; L;C).

Probabilistic Branching Bisimulation The new result in our approach is a
de�nition of probabilistic branching bisimulation that is weaker than the one in
[9] and that can, we think, be extended for probabilistic processes containing non-
determinism.The bisimulation on the set of fully probabilistic graphs we propose
is based on the notion of a set of entries (a subset of the set of probabilistic nodes)
and a set of exits (a subset of the set of action nodes).

In the following, we introduce the notion of entries and exits for a given
graph with equivalence relation R de�ned on the set of its nodes. An exit of a
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probabilistic node is an action node that is the outgoing node of an external
action transition or an internal transition that leads to a new equivalence class.
Every probabilistic node has a set of exits. Having the sets of exits determined for
each probabilistic node in the graph we can obtain the set of entries. First, the
root of the graph is always an entry. Further, an entry in one equivalence class
is a node that is �rst entered from an exit of some other entry by taking either
an external or an internal action. In such a way each entry determines the set
of its succeeding entries. In other words, a probabilistic node q is not an entry if
it is reachable from entries belonging to the equivalence class of q only through
internal paths passing through this equivalence class. Finally, for each entry
the probabilities for reaching the equivalence classes of its succeeding entries
are computed. All entries with the same probability distribution are considered
bisimilar. For nodes found not to be entries the probabilities are not computed.
Formal de�nitions follow.

De�nition 8 (Entry). If g is a fully probabilistic graph and if R is an equiva-

lence relation on the set of states then:

Entry0(g) = froot(g)g,

Entryi+1(g) = fq : 9r 2 Entryi : 9e 2 ExitR(r) : e
a
! q; a 2 A� & q =2 [r]Rg

[ fq : 9r 2 Entryi : 9e 2 ExitR(r) : e
a
! q; a 2 A & q 2 [r]Rg;

where ExitR(r) = fs : r
��

=)[r]R �; s & 9C 6= [r]R : s
a
! C; a 2 A�g

[ fs : r
��

=)[r]R �; s & s
a
! [r]R; a 2 Ag.

Finally, EntryR(g) =
S
i�0

Entryi(g).

By
��

=) we denote the transitive and reexive closure of ; �
�
! and by

��

=)Q

we denote the transitive and reexive closure of fp ; �
�
! p

0 : p; p
0 2 Qg for

Q � Sp [ fNILg.

De�nition 9. If g is a fully probabilistic graph, R and ~R are equivalence rela-

tions on the set of states such that ~R � R and if r 2 Sp, then:

NextEntry(r) = fq : 9e 2 ExitR(r) : e
a
! q; a 2 A� & q =2 [r]Rg

[ fq : 9e 2 ExitR(r) : e
a
! q; a 2 A & q 2 [r]Rg

and NextEntryC ~R(r) = f[q] ~R : q 2 NextEntry(r)g.

Due to the fact that two entries from the same R equivalence class may have
di�erent sets of exits and sets of next entries, these sets have to be parametrized
by the entry they are associated to (see Example 2).

De�nition 10 (Probabilistic Branching Bisimulation). Let g and h be

fully probabilistic graphs. If R is an equivalence relation on Sg[Sh[fNILg ; NILhg
such that:

0. (root(g); root(h)) 2 R;

1. if (p; q) 2 R and p; s then either

1.0 (s; q) 2 R or
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1.1 there are v; t such that (p; v); (s; t) 2 R and

q
��

=) v ; t or q
�
! �

��

=) v ; t;

2. if (p; q) 2 R and p
a
! s then either

2.0 a = � and (s; q) 2 R or

2.1 there are v; t such that (q; v); (s; t) 2 R and

q
��

=) �; v
a
! t or q(

�
! �;)�v

a
! t;

3. there is an equivalence relation ~R on EntryR(g)[EntryR(h) such that ~R � R

and

3.0. (root(g); root(h)) 2 ~R;

3.1. if (p; q) 2 ~R then for any C 2 NextEntryC ~R(p) [ NextEntryC ~R(q)
and for any a 2 A,

Prob[p]R(p; �
�
; C) = Prob[q]R (q; �

�
; C) and

Prob[p]R(p; �
�
a;C) = Prob[q]R (q; �

�
a;C);

then (R; ~R) is a probabilistic branching bisimulation relation between g and h.

We write g $ pbh if there is a probabilistic branching bisimulation (R; ~R) be-

tween g and h.

Using $ pb we de�ne relation $ prb as follows. g$ prbh if there is a proba-

bilistic branching bisimulation (R; ~R) between g and h such that froot(g); root(h)g
is an R equivalence class and if root(g) ; s then there is t such that root(h); t

and (s; t) 2 R, and vice versa. We say that g and h are probabilistically rooted
branching bisimilar. The condition above is called probabilistic rooted branching

condition.

From now on, instead of Prob[p]R (p; �
�
; C) and Prob[p]R (p; �

�
a;C) we will

write ProbR(p; �
�
; C) and ProbR(p; �

�
a;C), respectively. (From ProbR(p; �

�
; C)

it is clear that [p]R is the subscript set in the original notation.) Even if [p] ~R is
not a NextEntry class for p, we still take Prob[p]R (p; �

�
; [p]~R) = 1.

Example 1. Let g and h be fully probabilistic graphs given in Figure 3. We de-
�ne the following equivalence relation: R = ff1; 2; 3; 4; 5g; f6; 8g; f7; 9g; fNILgg
Then EntryR(g [ h) = f1; 3; NILg and we de�ne ~R = ff1; 3g; fNILgg.

NIL

��
��
��

��
��
��

21

4

5

6
7

NIL

��
��
��

��
��
��

9

3

8

� �

� �

1� �

ba

1 � �

g
�(1��)

1���

1��
1���

a b

h

Fig. 3. Bisimilar graphs from example 1.
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Probabilities of these entries to the ~R equivalence classes are given in the fol-
lowing table. In the table we put � in the (r; C) �eld if C 62 NextEntryC ~R(r).
We omit the row of the NIL entry.

�
� f1; 3g fNILg �

�
a f1; 3g fNILg �

�
b f1; 3g fNILg

1 1 0 1 � 1��
1��� 1 �

�(1��)

1���

3 1 0 3 � 1��
1��� 3 � �(1��)

1���

Thus, (R; ~R) is a probabilistic branching bisimulation between g and h. ut

Example 2. The following example shows that the root condition as it is given
is suÆcient.

Let g and h be graphs given in Figure 4. R=ff1,3g,f2,4,5,6g,fNILgg is
a rooted branching bisimulation between g and h (it is the only one). But
NextEntryR(1) = f2g and NextEntryR(3) = fNILg from which we conclude
that ~R cannot be de�ned, that is, a probabilistic branching bisimulation between
g and h does not exist. ut

NIL

���
���
���
���

��
��
��
��

��
1

4

5

4

2 NIL
��
��
��
��3

6

1
g :

�

1

a

1
h :

a

Fig. 4. Bisimilar graphs from example 2.

Example 3. Let g and h be graphs given in Figure 5. We de�ne the following re-
lation: R = ff1; 2; 4; 6;8;9g;f3;5; 7; 12; 15; 18g;f10;13;16g; f11;14;17gg: Then

r 1 3 2 4 5 6 7

ExitR(r) 10; 11 12 10; 11 13; 14 15 16; 17 18

NextEntryR(r) 3 2 3 5 6 7 6

EntryR(g [ h) = f1; 2; 3; 4;5; 6; 7g. If we take ~R0 = ff1; 2; 4; 6g;f3;5;7gg, then,
for instance, 1 and 2 do not have same probabilities, which means (R; ~R0) is not
probabilistic branching bisimulation between g and h. But if we re�ne classes of
~R0 into ~R1 in the following way: ~R1 = ff1; 4g; f2;6g;f3;5; 7gg, then it is easy to
check that ~R1 satis�es the third requirement in De�nition 10. We conclude that
(R; ~R1) is a probabilistic branching bisimulation between g and h. ut

Proposition 2. Let g be a fully probabilistic graph. Then g$ prb�(g). ut
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Fig. 5. Bisimilar graphs from example 3.

Proposition 3. Let (R; ~R) be a probabilistic branching bisimulation between g

and h. If p; q 2 Sg [ Sh and (p; q) 2 ~R, NextEntryC ~R(p) = NextEntryC ~R(q).
ut

Corollary 1. Let (R; ~R) be a probabilistic branching bisimulation between g and

h. If p 2 EntryR(g) then there is a node q in h such that (p; q) 2 ~R. ut

Proposition 4. If R is an equivalence relation on the fully probabilistic graph

g and if C is an R equivalence class containing a probabilistic node then there

is an entry node in C. ut

Using the results from the previous propositions, the Congruence theorem
can be proved.

Theorem 1. $ prb is a congruence relation on G with respect to the proba-

bilistic choice operator, the sequential composition and the abstraction operator.

Proof. The proof about the abstraction operator is based on the relation between
the set of entries in the original graph and the one obtained with abstraction.
Namely, the second set is a subset of the �rst set. Having this in mind, a relation
between probabilities of the entries in the two graphs can be established. (For
more details see [4].) For the two other operators it is not diÆcult to construct
a probabilistic bisimulation relation on composed graph from already existing
relations on the components (in that composition). Namely, for the sequential
composition the only interesting detail is the merging the NIL equivalence class
from the �rst component with the equivalence class of the root of the second
component. Two cases occur depending on NIL being an entry or not in the
�rst graph. The part concerning the probabilistic choice operator can easily be
proved. ut

Theorem 2 (Soundness theorem). G= $ prb is a model of the presented

fully probabilistic process algebra with the veri�cation rules PVR1, PVR2,. . . .

ut
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3 Deciding the Branching Bisimulation Equivalence

In this section we present an algorithm that computes a probabilistic branching
bisimulation equivalence relation for given fully probabilistic graphs. Namely,
the algorithm decides if the root nodes of the graphs have the same branching
structure and, further, if they have the same probability measures. At the end it
returns a pair of relations that relates these graphs if such relations exist. The
basic idea of the algorithm is to start with the coarsest branching bisimulation
relation that relates two nodes if and only if they have the same branching struc-
ture, regardless of their probability measures. In De�nition 10 one can notice
that probabilistic transitions in the part which concerns the branching structure
(items 0, 1 and 2) can be viewed as internal transitions. This gives us liberty to
employ any algorithm that decides branching bisimulation on non-probabilistic
systems. In particular, here we use the algorithm for deciding branching bisimu-
lation equivalence in [10]. The original algorithm is de�ned on one graph in which
case the output is the coarsest branching bisimulation on that graph, since it
always exists. The algorithm can slightly be modi�ed into an algorithm that
works on a union of two graphs (which is what we need). In this case (Step1)
the output is either the branching bisimulation equivalence relation R between
the two graphs with roots root1 and root2, and it is the input of the second
part of the algorithm; or it has found that the two graphs are not branching
bisimilar (the root nodes are not R-related) and it returns the empty relation
meaning that two graphs are not branching bisimilar. In the latter case the given
graphs are not probabilistically branching bisimilar as well (Step2). Before the
second part is run, the set of entries w.r.t. R is calculated (Step3). The second
part of the algorithm concerns probabilities. Starting from the R equivalence
classes restricted on the entries as the initial value for ~R (Step4, where BB is
the partition induced by R), the algorithm re�nes the ~R equivalence classes by
comparing the probability measures for the nodes belonging to the same class
(Step5). If it has been found that two or more nodes from the same equivalence
class have di�erent probabilities, then it is split into separate subclasses. Finally,
if it has been detected that the roots have been split apart then the algorithm
terminates (Step6) with the conclusion that the two graphs are not probabilis-
tically bisimilar (returning the pair (;; ;)). Otherwise, the algorithm returns the
pair of relations that makes graphs g and h probabilistically branching bisimilar
(Step7). The crucial point here is the de�nition of a splitter. (Note: many algo-
rithms concerning bisimulation are based on a notion of a splitter de�ned in an
appropriate way for that particular relation.)

De�nition 11. Let g be a fully probabilistic graph and R an equivalence relation

on g. Let ~R be an equivalence relation that is a subset of R. And let � be the par-

tition induced by ~R. A pair (a;C) for a 2 A� and C 2 � is a splitter of � if for

some E 2 � and p; p
0 2 E, if C 2 NextEntryC� (p) or C 2 NextEntryC� (p

0)
then

ProbR(p; �
�
a;C) 6= ProbR(p

0
; �
�
a;C):
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Thus a splitter (a;C) of a partition� indicates a class in� such that contains
states which prevent (R;�) from being a probabilistic branching bisimulation.
Moreover, it indicates that partition � has to be re�ned to �

0 in such a way
that (a;C) is not a splitter of �0. And thus, we split the set of entries in �ner
classes, subsets of corresponding R classes, until we obtain a partition (the ~R
relation) that meets the third requirement in De�nition 10. Formally,

De�nition 12. Let g, R and � be de�ned like in the previous de�nition and

let (a;C) be a splitter of �. If E 2 � we de�ne a re�nement of E w.r.t. (a;C);
Refine(E; a;C), in the following way:

Refine(E; a;C) = fEn : n 2 Ng;
for some set of indices N such that

1. fEn : n 2 Ng is a partition of E and

2. 8n 2 N : 8s; t 2 En : ProbR(s; �
�
a;C) = ProbR(t; �

�
a;C).

The re�nement of � w.r.t. splitter (a;C) is:

Refine(�; a;C) =
[
E2�

Refine(E; a;C):

The probabilities ProbR(p; �
�
a;C) can be computed by solving the linear

equation system (see e.g. [8,9])
xp = 1 if a = � and p 2 C

xp = 0 if Pathfull;[p]R (p; �
�
a;C) = ;

xp =
P

t2[p]R

P(p; �; t) � xt +P(p; a; C) otherwise

The algorithm is given step-by-step in Figure 6. The input is given as a union
of two graphs g and h with roots: root1 and root2, respectively.

Input : �nite fully probabilistic graphs g and h with (S;;;!; �; root1; root2)

Output : (R;�) probabilistic branching bisimulation between g and h if it exists

(;; ;) if g and h are not probabilistically branching bisimilar

Method :

Step1 : Call the coarsest branching bisimulation relation algorithm for

the graphs g and h, and receive R;

Step2 : If R = ; then Return (;; ;);

Step3 : Compute the sets: EntryR, NextEntryR(r);

Step4 : � := fE \EntryR : E 2 BBg n f;g;

Step5 : While � contains a splitter (a;C) do � := Refine(�;a;C);

Step6 : If root1 and root2 are not �-related then Return (;; ;);

Step7 : Return (R;�):

Fig. 6. Algorithm for computing probabilistic branching bisimulation.

Lemma 2. The algorithm can be implemented in polynomial time in the number

of states n.
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Proof. Let g and h be �nite fully probabilistic graphs with n states and m

transitions (total number of states and transitions for both graphs).

For the �rst part of the algorithm, �nding the coarsest bisimulation relation
we use the algorithm in [10] which has time complexity O(n �m). In this step
the probabilistic transitions are treated as internal transitions. The set of entries
with respect to R can be found with a depth �rst search with the algorithm in
[1] (with time complexity O(m)).

The second part of the algorithm consists of solving the system of linear
equations and re�ning the current partition with respect to a found splitter. The
test whether Pathful;[p]R (p; �

�
a;C) = ; can be done by a reachability analysis of

the underlying directed graph. In the worst case we have to repeat the re�nement
step n times. And in each of them we have to solve a system of linear equations
with n variables and n equations which takes O(n2:8) time with the method in
[1]. Thus we obtain the time complexity of the second part of the algorithm to
be in the worst case O(n3:8).

In total since m � n
2 � jA� j we obtain O(n3:8) time complexity of the algo-

rithm. ut

4 Conclusion

In this paper we presented a version of fully probabilistic process algebra with
abstraction which contains, in addition to the axioms for the basic operators, a
set of veri�cation rules. These rules tie in successfully the idea of abstraction in
process algebra with the results from Markov chain analysis. Furthermore, we
proposed a probabilistic branching bisimulation relation which corresponds to
this process algebra in the sense that it gives a model for it. In such a way we
obtain a model for the veri�cation rules. One of the advantages of having such
rules is that they give the probability distribution after abstraction from the
internal actions, which in the model (i.e. using the bisimulation relation) should
be calculated separately.

Due to the absence of non-determinism in the algebra we did not incorporate
parallel composition since the model that we had used for parallel composi-
tion in the previous work requires non-determinism. Nevertheless the process
algebra proposed in this paper can be widely applied. Namely, in [2,3] one can
�nd examples of protocols for which the protocol speci�cation does not contain
non-determinism. Thus, the techniques from this paper can be applied to these
speci�cations for the veri�cation part, that is, for proving that these protocols
behave with probability 1 as a one place bu�er. Moreover, the way we presented
the de�nitions in the paper left room for an extension with non-determinism.
For example, the de�nition of the bisimulation relation is given for the alternat-
ing model which essentially includes non-determinism. Thus, we think that this
work is good start for obtaining a probabilistic branching bisimulation relation
for probabilistic processes that contain non-determinism.
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